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Abstract

Sensor networks are expected to revolutionize informa-
tion gathering, processing and dissemination in many di-
verse environments. The most important factor in the design
of sensor networks is the conservation of battery capacity.
In order to maximize battery life, it is desirable that accu-
rate battery models be used in designing power-efficient al-
gorithms for sensor networks. Surprisingly, almost all exist-
ing work uses unrealistic battery models which assume that
a battery is a “bucket” filled with a number of units of en-
ergy and that each packet removes a fixed number of units.
Real batteries are much more complex, and display several
non-ideal properties. We believe that the performance of
sensor network protocols can be improved by incorporating
battery characteristics. The objective of this paper is to pro-
vide evidence for this hypothesis by considering the problem
of routing. Specifically, we show that algorithms designed
using more complex battery models perform better in real
networks.

In this paper, we model arguably the most important non-
ideal property of real batteries, viz., the charge recovery
effect – battery capacity actually increases when it is al-
lowed to rest for some time. We develop a simple model for
the charge recovery effect, and then propose a routing algo-
rithm based on it. Our algorithm makes use of two simple,
intuitive objectives: each battery should be allowed to rest
between uses if possible, so that its capacity regenerates,
and that the communication load between two nodes should
be distributed over multiple paths between them. While it
would be nice to balance the communication load between
multiple paths, generating edge or node disjoint paths is
a computationally hard problem. We address this problem
by generating multiple paths using existing algorithms for
braided multipaths. This can be done efficiently and pro-
duces paths that are mostly disjoint. We compare (using
simulation) our algorithm with the well known directed dif-
fusion algorithm which uses a single path for all packets.
Our experiments show that our algorithm outperforms di-
rected diffusion in terms of the minimum residual battery

capacity in all the situations considered. The relative per-
formance of these algorithms in terms of the average resid-
ual battery capacity is heavily dependent on the battery
characteristics.

1 Introduction

Sensor networks are made of very simple nodes that have
a processor, memory, wireless communication capabilities,
sensor(s) and a power source (batteries) on-board. The sen-
sor nodes are deployed in the environment being studied
and they self-organize into a coherent network. Typically,
the network is connected to the outside world through (and
can be queried using) one or more gateways. The design
of efficient protocols for sensor networks has been a very
active research are in recent years. It is believed that sensor
networks will revolutionize information gathering, process-
ing and dissemination in diverse and hostile environments.

By far the most important factor in the design of sen-
sor network protocols is the conservation of battery power,
since sensor nodes run off of (typically small) batteries.
It is therefore, imperative that accurate battery models be
used in designing power-efficient algorithms for sensor net-
works. Surprisingly, almost all existing work uses unreal-
istic battery models. These models assume that a battery is
a “bucket” filled with a number of units of energy and that
each packet removes a fixed number of units. Real batteries
are much more complex, dynamic systems that have several
different phenomena existing simultaneously. It is our be-
lief that the use of more complex battery models will result
in algorithms that perform better in real networks than exist-
ing algorithms. While we believe that this is true in multiple
layers, we deal with only the network layer here. This paper
describes our work in progress and is intended to argue that
better routing algorithms can be designed by using realis-
tic battery models. Unlike existing work on battery-aware
routing [1, 2, 3], we do not use battery power-related cost
functions in existing shortest-path algorithms. Instead,we
demonstrate that a simple, distributed multipath routing al-
gorithm designed to utilize battery characteristics conserves
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battery power better than existing algorithms like directed
diffusion. Our work provides a new reason for not using
a single path for routing packets between a source and a
destination as done by existing algorithms like directed dif-
fusion.

1.1 Routing in Sensor Networks

Routing algorithms used in traditional wired networks
are unsuitable for sensor networks in many ways. First, the
assumption that every node has a globally unique identifier
is unrealistic in large sensor networks. Second it is often de-
sirable and efficient to address nodes in adata-centricman-
ner – i.e., using attribute-value pairs. Finally, highly central-
ized shortest path algorithms like Dijkstra’s algorithm are
not suitable for sensor networks. Arguably the best known
routing algorithm for routing in sensor networks is called
directed diffusion [4]. We describe the basic idea behind
this algorithm very briefly below.

Sink nodes propagate their interests (the data they wish
to receive), typically by some kind of flooding. A source
that has this kind of data then sends data along a number of
paths that have high interestgradients. The sink then identi-
fies a primary path and an alternate path out of these paths.
Data is sent along the primary path and the alternate path
is maintained by sending packets periodically for the pur-
poses of fault tolerance. This algorithm is fully distributed,
and works well for a variety of sensor networks.

It has long been known that using a single path for rout-
ing packets, while quite appropriate for wired networks, is
bad for sensor networks since they drain the batteries of
the nodes on the primary path fast. In fact, the original di-
rected diffusion paper [4] points this out and observes that
directed diffusion can be modified to use multiple paths in
order to balance the communication load over several paths.
Subsequently, many papers (e.g. [5, 6, 7]) propose the use
of multiple paths (also called multipath routing) for sensor
networks or more generally for ad hoc wireless networks.
These and other papers list several nice properties of mul-
tipath routing, including load balancing and fault-tolerance.
Balancing the communication load results in battery conser-
vation. In this paper, we provide an additional advantage of
multipath routing by showing that a round-robin scheduling
among different paths leads to additional power savings due
to specific battery characteristics.

We focus on multipath routing next. While the idea of
using multiple paths is very appealing, the generation of
multiple disjoint paths is a computationally difficult prob-
lem. Further, many algorithms are either centralized or need
a lot of communication between nodes – both being unde-
sirable for sensor networks. A very efficient algorithm was
proposed by Ganesan et al [5] for generating paths that are
mostly disjoint. These paths are calledbraided multipaths.
Apart from being computationally efficient, the algorithm

Figure 1. Braided multipaths (idealized)
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in [5] is completely distributed. While the authors observed
that braided multipaths provided considerable greater re-
silience to node failures and better battery conservation,the
paper did not focus much on the load balancing aspects of
the proposed algorithm.

The basic idea behind braided multipaths is shown in fig-
ure 1. Like directed diffusion, this algorithm requires sinks
to flood their interests and sources to identify high gradient
paths and send packets along them. However, unlike in di-
rected diffusion, a source reinforces a primary path but no
alternate path. Instead, each node on the primary path re-
inforces an alternate path to another node in the path. For
example in figure 1, node A finds an alternate path to C
via F. Using the terminology in [5], this produceslocalized
braids. The rules for generating localized braids can easily
be generalized to find more alternate paths. For example, in
figure 1 node A might discover an alternate path to D via G
and H. These are calledidealized braidsin [5].

Ganesan et al [5] also describe a set of paths calledper-
fect braidsthat guarantee an exponential number (in the um-
ber of nodes) of disjoint paths. Clearly, the computation of
an exponential number of paths is prohibitively expensive,
and it is difficult to compute them in a distributed manner.
Therefore, we use the idealized braids in our routing algo-
rithm.

We now discuss briefly some aspects of real batteries that
are relevant to our work.

1.2 Realistic battery models

Although we tend to think of batteries as a simple, ideal
power source, real-life batteries are complicated physical
devices with several non-ideal properties. Some of the im-
portant ones are listed below.

• The voltage of a battery depends on its state of dis-
charge.

• If the requested current exceeds specifications, the bat-
tery delivers a smaller amount of energy. This is called
therate capacityeffect [1].

• The decrease of capacity of a battery depends on the
discharge rate.
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• Batteries display acharge recovery effect– the capac-
ity actually increases when the battery is allowed to
rest for some time.1

• The temperature at which a battery operates affects the
capacity of a battery.

• Rechargeable batteries lose capacity with each
recharge – this is calledcapacity fading.

It should be clear from the above list that complex dynamic
models are needed to accurately model and/or predict bat-
tery performance. Indeed, several very sophisticated mod-
els have been developed for this purpose. The interested
reader is referred to a nice survey of these models in [8].

Since our focus in this paper is on sensor networks, we
only study the most important characteristics of batteries
for our purposes. We do not attempt to model rechargeable
batteries since they are not typically used (yet) in sensor
networks. The operating temperature of a battery is very
hard to model since we do not know the environment under
which a battery may be operating. Therefore, we concen-
trate on modeling the charge recovery effect in this paper.

Our battery model assumes that the battery discharges at
a rated(t, V (t)) and recharges at a rater(t, V (t)) where
V (t) is the voltage of the battery at timet. In general, dif-
ferent batteries will have different functionsr() and d().
We study the performance of our routing algorithms for a
simple intuitive candidate function

r(t) = c1e
−c2t, (1)

wherec1, c2 are constants. This function captures the em-
pirically observed phenomenon that the charge recovery ef-
fect is more significant at first and tapers off with time. The
precise values ofc1, c2 are dependent on the specific tech-
nology being used. We use a discharge modeld(t, V (t)) =
c3 in this paper. This implies that the battery discharge de-
pends on packet size but not current voltage and past usage.
We emphasize that these choices do not model all battery
technologies and that we use them only to support our hy-
pothesis that better routing algorithms can be designed by
using battery characteristics.

1.3 Battery-aware routing

There are several techniques for designing battery-aware
routing algorithms. The most intuitive approach is to use a
shortest-cost path algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm, the
distance vector algorithm) in which the cost is a function of
the battery levels. In Section 1.5, we listed existing papers
that use this approach. We feel that this approach is unsuit-
able for sensor networks since centralized algorithms (e.g.

1This effect is well-known to users of mobile phones – the talktime
values advertised for mobile phones assume periodic use andare not valid
when the phone is in continuous use.

Dijkstra’s algorithm) require that each node have an accu-
rate estimate of the state of the batteries in the entire net-
work, and distributed algorithms like the distance vector al-
gorithm require frequent updates of the routing tables. Both
of these are likely to be prohibitively expensive for sensor
networks. In Section 1.5, we survey some approaches for
battery-aware routing that propose less expensive variations
of this idea.

In this paper, we take a different approach. In our view, a
battery-aware routing algorithm is one that is designed fac-
toring in the battery characteristics outlined in section 1.2.
Clearly, the routing algorithm must allow nodes periods of
rest between transmissions (as far as possible) in order to
maximize the benefits of the charge recovery effect. There
are several ways in which this can be done. Since the short-
est path between two nodes may be unique, we relax the
requirement for shortest-cost paths. Our objective is to de-
sign an algorithm that generates several alternative pathsbe-
tween a source and a destination and then sends packet in
a round robin manner on these routes. Ideally, one would
want the paths to be node-disjoint, but since computing
node-disjoint paths is a computationally hard problem, we
relax this requirement as well.

1.4 Connections to load balancing

This paper proposes dividing the communication load
between alternative paths in order to allow periods of rest
for nodes even in the presence of heavy traffic. This sug-
gests a strong connection to load balancing in sensor net-
works. In fact, we require a very strict variant of load bal-
ancing that is not required by algorithms designed for tradi-
tional battery models. For traditional models, it is enough
for the total load to be divided among several paths. Thus, it
is enough to distribute the total number of messages equally
among alternate paths. In contrast, we wish to take advan-
tage of the charge recovery effect and therefore require that
the load balancing be done at thepacket level. Not surpris-
ingly, our algorithm makes use of braided multipaths, which
were proposed to have strong load balancing properties.

1.5 Related work

There has been a lot of work in routing in sensor net-
works. We do not attempt an exhaustive survey here; in-
stead, we refer the interested reader to the survey [9]. In
this section, we outline some of the papers relevant to this
work.

Proposed battery models: Battery models have not re-
ceived very much attention in the literature, considering the
huge scope of batteries in virtually all areas of electronics.
Rao et al [8] present a nice survey of the characteristics and
models of different battery technologies. Benini et al [3] fo-
cus only on discrete-time models and their use in low-power
electronics. Martin et al [10] quantify the deviation from
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ideal behavior in different batteries and study their impact
on wearable computers. Lahiri et al [11] survey different
models for batteries and highlight issues in system design,
including battery scheduling and management.

Routing in sensor networks: The older routing protocols
for sensor networks used single paths for routing. Directed
diffusion is a good example of this. More recent protocols
proposed multipath routing [5, 6, 7]. We have discussed [5]
in section 1.1. We discuss the other two papers below.

In [6], the authors propose a somewhat different exten-
sion of multipath routing called meshed multipath routing.
However, this paper focuses on a different problem, viz.,
the use of replicated packets on alternate paths to ensure
high resilience to node failures. They propose and evalu-
ate different strategies for forwarding the (multiple copies
of) packets in their routing algorithms. In [7], the authors
proposed a multipath extension of the well-known source
routing algorithm DSR.

Battery-aware routing: Chiasserini and Rao [1] propose
using shortest path algorithms that use a path cost com-
puted from the battery levels of nodes on the path. The
battery model used incorporates the rate capacity effect and
the charge recovery effect and is first proposed in [2]. It
argues that computing the minimum cost path from all pos-
sible ones is computationally expensive, and sok paths are
chosen at random and the path that has the minimum cost
among thesek paths is chosen.

1.6 Our contributions

In this paper we propose new routing algorithms that are
designed taking into account more realistic battery models.
We demonstrate using simulations that our algorithms out-
perform several existing algorithms on the more realistic
battery model used in this paper. Our algorithm makes use
of two simple intuitive objectives:

• Each battery should be allowed to rest between uses if
possible, so that its capacity regenerates and its life is
extended due to thecharge recovery effect.

• Many paths between a pair of nodes should be used,
and the communication load should be distributed over
these paths, so that the reduced use of each node results
in extended battery life.

The basic idea behind our algorithm, and that achieves both
the above objectives is to use multiple paths between a
source and a destination. However, the obvious scheme
of generating all pairs of paths and balancing the load be-
tween them is not efficient, since there are potentially an
exponential number of paths between two nodes. Further,
these paths are not edge or node disjoint. Generating dis-
joint paths is a computationally hard problem. We solve this
problem by making novel use of braided multipaths [5, 6].

2 Our routing algorithm
The basic steps of our algorithm are as follows.

1. Sinks propagate (using flooding) their interests in the
network, similar to directed diffusion. Sources receiv-
ing this message send data along high gradients.

2. A primary path and braided multipaths are generated
using a generalization of the algorithm in [5]. We gen-
eratek braids from each node.

3. When packets are sent, each node on the primary path
schedules packets to outgoing multipath edges in a
round robin manner. Nodes not on the primary path
simply forward packets along the braid.

We point out that this algorithm does localized routing, i.e.,
the next hop of a packet is determined at the current node.
The algorithm is also simple to implement and requires no
centralized coordination. We remind the reader that the
paths followed by successive packets are not guaranteed to
be disjoint (and in fact are not) but it is unlikely that the
same node is used repeated in different braided paths.

We investigated a source routing algorithm in which the
braided multipaths are used at the source to get perfect
braids. The entire path of a packet is then encoded in each
packet. We simulated the reduction of packet sizes due to
reduction of header size as the packet progresses through
the network and the nodes already traversed are removed
from the header. The performance did not justify the extra
computation and communication costs involved.

3 Performance evaluation
The objective of this section is to demonstrate that

battery-aware routing algorithms outperform other routing
algorithms. We compared our algorithm with directed dif-
fusion [4], since it has been shown to perform well in dif-
ferent scenarios and conditions.

In this paper, we simulated only the routing algorithms
using a homegrown simulator written in C++. The rationale
for this was to eliminate the effects of the MAC layer and
focus solely on the effect of the routing algorithm used. We
expect that our results will not be useful in predicting when
the battery in a node will die, but it will allow us to decide
if a routing algorithm conserves battery power better than
another.

We simulated a rectangular 2-dimensional sensor field
where sensors were placed randomly. The sink is placed in
a corner of the field. The nodes are assumed to be connected
if they are within radio range of each other. For simplicity,
we assume radio range to be fixed and do not model fading.

We simulated a sensor field of size 10 x 15 (in units of
radio range). We distributed 450 sensors in the field. The
battery capacity is initialized to 10,000,000 units and we
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assumed that each transmission takes 20,000 units of en-
ergy and each reception takes 1,000 units for normal pack-
ets. For smaller packets used to maintain alternate paths, we
assumed that each transmission takes 1000 units and each
reception takes 50 units of energy. The parameterc1 (in
equation 1) was set to 100 andc2 was set to 1. We ignored
other sources of battery drain, since we expect the commu-
nication to consume most of the power. All these choices
are technology-dependent and were made to simulate a re-
alistic situation.

We used multiple sources which were spread randomly
in the field. All communication was from source to sink
in our experiments – i.e., each packet originated at some
source, and passed some nodes en route to the sink. We
assumed that the sensors expended a significant amount of
energy in transmitting a packet and considerably less so in
receiving one. We assume that no energy is consumed in
idle wake states. This is not true for real sensors but it suits
our purposes since our aim is to distinguish between routing
algorithms rather than predicting the lifetime of a node or
network.

3.1 Our metrics

Since our algorithm tries to maximize battery power, our
metrics measure battery levels. Specifically, we study the
minimum energy level across all the sensors, as well as the
average energy level of the sensors.

Since our routing algorithm attempts to balance the com-
munication load over different paths, intuitively, we expect
that it improves the minimum energy levels of sensors. It is
not as obvious that our algorithm should also improve the
average energy levels, since the paths chosen by our routing
algorithm are not always shortest paths.

3.2 Experimental Results

Our results are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The curves
marked “traditional” use the traditional battery model where
the battery is a bucket of energy units and the rate of send-
ing/receiving packets does not affect the amount by which
battery capacity decreases. The curves marked “new” incor-
porate the charge recovery effect. Both curves are obtained
by averaging 20 runs of the algorithm.

Our simulation results illustrate two basic points: first,
our algorithm always improves the minimum energy levels,
as is expected; second, the average energy is sensitive to the
extent of the charge recovery effect, specifically the param-
eterc2 in equation 1. Settingc1 to a high value and/orc2

to a low value allows much more capacity to be recovered
and our algorithm produces much higher average residual
energy levels than directed diffusion in this scenario. Con-
versely, settingc1 to lower values and/orc2 to higher values
make the average residual energy under directed diffusion
to be superior to that produced by our algorithm. The re-
sults presented in this paper are for the latter scenario.

Figure 2. Minimum residual energy
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Figure 3. Average residual energy
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We investigated the effect ofk, the number of multipaths
at any node on the primary path. Our experiments showed
thatk = 3 gave the best performance. Our results are for
this value ofk.

4 Discussion

This paper presents work in progress and therefore
leaves a number of loose ends. We discuss some of these
below.

Effect of specific technologies: Batteries vary widely in
both capacity and charge recovery characteristics. Also, the
power used for reception and transmission depends on the
radios being used. While we expect our results to be valid
for most reasonable models, it is possible that there are sce-
narios where they are not.

Effect of node placement on our algorithm: The per-
formance of our algorithm depends on the availability of
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multiple, alternate, mostly disjoint, paths between a source
and a sink. The placement strategy we used in our exper-
iments satisfied these requirements and therefore our algo-
rithm outperformed algorithms that use a single path. Al-
ternate paths satisfying these requirements are not available
in other placement schemes. We are investigating the use
of analytical techniques to characterize placement schemes
in terms of the availability of alternate paths satisfying our
requirements.

Effect of a hierarchical organization: This paper as-
sumes a flat network. The availability of alternate paths
may be affected by hierarchical networks. We chose not
to focus on hierarchical topologies in this paper, partly be-
cause hierarchical networks with fixed cluster heads require
that the cluster heads have higher battery capacity. Hierar-
chical network architectures with rotating cluster heads (e.g.
LEACH [12]) do not have this requirement. We expect the
basic idea of using multiple paths to still be useful in this
model but multipath generation requires different ideas and
is deferred to future work.

Effect of the medium access control algorithm: Al-
though we have abstracted away the medium access con-
trol algorithm, the MAC layer clearly impacts the battery
performance since it schedules sleep periods and therefore
allows the battery to regenerate. We expect our qualitative
results (i.e., the ranking of the performance of the differ-
ent algorithms) to be valid for MAC layers that have fixed
sleep periods. We do not know if our results hold for adap-
tive MAC protocols (e.g., those that allow heavily depleted
nodes to sleep more). We plan to implement our algorithm
in ns-2 [13] and study the effect of the MAC layer on rout-
ing performance.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have showed that routing algorithms

that are designed using more realistic battery models per-
form better. In particular, we argue, using realistic battery
models, that batteries benefit from a very strong variant of
load balancing. We demonstrate that a simple, distributed
routing algorithm that chooses between available paths in
a round-robin manner outperforms the well-known directed
diffusion algorithm [4] in terms of minimum residual en-
ergy and is close to it in terms of average residual energy.
Thus, our work provides an additional compelling reason
for using multiple paths for routing between a pair of sen-
sor nodes. A desirable side effect of our algorithm is that
it provides very good resilience to node failures or battery
expirations. We did not focus on this aspect since other pa-
pers [5, 6] have already reported this property of multipath
routing algorithms.

As pointed out in [5], there are many different ways
to generate multipaths, including the algorithm proposed
in [6]. We are investigating the effect of other multipath

algorithms on battery performance.
Finally, we are working to incorporate realistic battery

models into the design of other sensor network protocols,
especially the MAC protocol. Intuitively it would make
sense to schedule sleep periods of sensor nodes adaptively
to take advantage of the charge recovery effect.
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